This research investigates a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) framework that solves the virtual topology problem under the communication delay constraint. An arbitrary optical network has been considered with different distances between the nodes and different link capacities. A traffic matrix is assumed for the optical network at an instance and the corresponding virtual topology design is solved by using the mixed integer linear formulation that includes lightpath routing, wavelength assignment, wavelength continuity, flow routing, and traffic losses.
Introduction
Optical networks have proven to be a viable choice to successfully handle the high bandwidth applications such as voice over internet (VoIP). Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is a technique to exploit the large bandwidth of a fiber optic cable and the wavelength routing is one of the major advantages of optical networks. Optical channels, called as , are established between the intermediate nodes along the physical path. The main advantage of the lightpath establishment is that two nodes become virtual neighbours. But, the physical locations give a different perspective since, as in reality, they may not exist in the same geographical vicinity. The combination of all lightpaths in an optical network is typically and generating a virtual topology for higher, and ever increasing, traffic demands is very essential for practical implementations and optimal usage of network resources. However, the virtual topology design is a NP-hard problem i.e., a non-deterministic polynomial time situation, and a mixed integer linear program (MILP) can be utilized to generate optimal virtual topologies during the traffic engineering implementations. A mixed integer linear program is the optimization process of a linear cost function subject to linear constraints and having some integer decision variables and some real-valued decision variables simultaneously. Network traffic engineering deals with assigning the data traffic where the sufficient bandwidth is available. The advantages of traffic engineering include higher network reliability, integrity against failures, and optimization of the network topology to fully utilize the resources. By expert planning, determination of potentially viable lightpaths to effectively carry out information is the main objective of the traffic engineering. Generally, a design is optimal for real time communications such as VoIP if the desired conditions for Available online at www.sciencedirect.com the functions, minimum number of hops, minimum network congestion, minimum number of used wavelength and lowest possible delay are satisfied. Based on the network and traffic complexities, an MILP can be used to formulate n the underlying problem and to achieve the highest possible optical network performance by solving a virtual topology design. The latter problem is about finding a fiber route and wavelength for each lightpath and is called a routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. The RWA formulation simply determines the feasibility of the solved virtual topology design, i.e., for an optical network with different distances between the nodes and different link capacities, optimize the network performance by generating a virtual network topology with minimum delay, lightpath and wavelength assignment constraints.
Resource optimization for optical networks has been widely studied, resulting in several well-known algorithms. An optimization scheme which minimizes the network congestion and maximizes the corresponding data traffic has been proposed using an explicit routing technique [1] . A general framework for a Quality of Service (QoS) provisioned traffic engineering in differentiated networks was proposed [2] by considering the QoS metrics as the end-to-end network delay and traffic loss. The proposed optimization algorithm was verified by applying the process shortest paths on a hop count basis. An administrative set (AS) path prepending for an optimized link congestion and improved load balancing was proposed [3 -4] . A Constraint-based Shortest Path First (CSPF) heuristic scheme to ensure highest accommodation of future demands with bandwidth guarantees was proposed [5] . A generic algorithm based approach for the Internet Protocol (IP) based traffic engineering was presented to show improved network operations [6] . A multi-weighted pareto-based heuristic scheme was proposed for large networks to solve the virtual topology design under a reasonable amount of time [7] . A heuristic approach based on the local search algorithm was proposed to solve the virtual topology design in optical burst switching (OBS) networks [8] . Heuristics perform well in most cases provided that a certain level of knowledge and experience are presented, implying a challenging situation in dynamically reconfiguring networks. A scheduled virtual topology to schedule lightpaths according the network traffic patterns was presented without discussing the disruptions for reconfigurable cases [9] . However, all studies [1 -9] appear to optimize each resource independently. Hence, a common framework with acceptable computational complexity to optimize all network resources simultaneously is essential. A service plane architecture to address this issue was proposed, facilitating the interconnection of heterogeneous optical networks, information technology (IT) resources and requestor (clients) services [10] . This study presents a MILP framework for optical network virtual topology designs. Section I introduces the optical network and traffic engineering resource allocation approaches. The MILP problem formulation is detailed in Section II. Section III includes the key MILP numerical implementation perspectives and Section IV summarizes and provides potential future research directions.
Problem Formulation
Assume an optical network where denotes a vertex of the graph that represents the node in a network and denotes an arc in the graph that represents the links in the network, i.e., provides connectivity to geographically distributed resources. Each link contains a set of wavelengths , each having a capacity y , i.e., each physical fiber is divided equally in terms of wavelengths for data transfer by using the Wavelength Division Multiplexing approach. As shown in Fig. 1 , a typical optical network includes nodes A, B, C, D, connected by means of wavelength multiplexed optical fibers, and optical switching devices, SW1 and SW2, i.e., optical cross connects. Moreover, the network coefficients and MILP framework variables are described in Table 1 . 
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The nodes are represented as
where are any nodes in the network while is the source node and destination node in
The physical links connecting the nodes can be represented as (2) where represents each link within .
The wavelengths associated with each fiber are written as
The lightpath routing and wavelength assignments for the optical WDM network are presented in Eqns. 4-9. The condition of one lightpath being established for a node is implemented as written in Eqn. 4. Eqn. 7 indicates that there is only one lightpath that uses a link and a specific wavelength. (7) The condition of a lightpath generation that is confined with the maximum hops allowed for data to traverse and reach destination from the source is implemented as shown in Eqn. 8. (8) Since the wavelength continuity constraint is not enabled in the optical network, the associated condition is also given in Eqn. 9. (9) Successful network traffic routing without a congestion or latency also require several constraints. r Eqns. 10-13 are included for proper flow control in a link between a pair of nodes. Eqn. 14 indicates that the flow between a pair of nodes is always less than or equal to the capacity of lightpath and maximum link utilization. (14) The assumption of the traffic losses not being enabled in this network is expressed as shown in Eqn. 15. Objective function: For all the WDM optical network constraints, listed in Eqns. 4-16, the overall MILP objective function to minimize the overall network data delay is written as (17) where is the delay for each lightpath, is the delay for each electronically switched node, is the losses per lightpath, and is the virtual delay per used wavelength channel.
Numerical Results
MATPLANWDM tool [11] is a publicly available tool for network planning for the WDM optical network implemented in MATLAB. The MATPLANWDM has been developed by the Telematics Engineering Team at Technical University of Cartagena and is very suitable for network topology research and educational purposes. The input for the tool is the network topology that can be user-defined, a network traffic matrix that can be generated with n the built-in traffic generator of the tool and the technological constraints such as the required number of wavelengths, the total capacity of the fiber cable, etc. The tool has been designed with flexibility to receive an algorithm, possibly written by the user, to solve the virtual topology design. Thus, the proposed MILP framework was implemented to obtain the optimal virtual topology. The tool provides two different solvers to solve MILP, a TOMLAB CPLEX solver which is a proprietary of TOMLAB and a GLPK solver which is a GNU open source solver. The tool also provides the ability to exploit the MILP design with some exhaustive tests using what-if analysis.
The MATPLANWDM tool allows the user to generate a physical topology by using its corresponding GUI interface and to save the generated physical topology in the XML format. The network data traffic matrix is generated for the proposed network topology by using the built-in traffic generator of the tool. The tool also allows defining a set of parameters to exploit the proposed five-node network topology that is selected to perform the simulations, as shown in Fig. 2 . The more complex network topologies can also be implemented with incremental computational complexity considerations. The particular network is chosen due to its clarity for the proposed MILP concept and is based on the fact that all real world networks are mesh, i.e., they have links connecting all nodes and each node serves as a relay to other nodes and data is transferred from a source to a destination in a hop by hop fashion. The representative network traffic matrix has been generated by assuming the Uniform (0,100) pattern for the network data operations, and is given as The MILP framework with the assumed five-node, bidirectional link network topology and associated traffic matrix was implemented by using the typical network coefficients [10] and the corresponding virtual topology is shown in Fig. 3 . As the lightpaths are generated for every link, the lightpath obtains a particular path based on the source and destination characteristics for a proper data transfer.
Conclusions
A mixed integer linear programming framework has been proposed for optimal virtual topology designs in optical networks. An illustrative network structure was utilized and the proposed optimization framework network constraints and objective functions were developed for the wavelet routing process. The simulation result suggests the efficiency of the proposed optimization framework.
The real-time considerations of the proposed framework can be investigated in terms of computational complexity for practical optical networks. In addition, the mixed integer linear programming and existing heuristic approaches can be compared in terms of the network data operations.
